
188 E 93 Street

New York, NY 10128

  

Ohebshalom family d/b/a "MED LLC"

226 E 54 Street, Suite 402

New York, NY 10022
2

  212  759-1300

     SAME

  46

✔

✔



  11    8    2008

✔

✔ Landlord refuses to provide same number of entrance door keys as originally 
provided from start of my tenancy.



188 E 93  Street 
New York, NY 10128

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
RECEIPT #7006-0100-0000-0543-1993

8 November 2008

Sky Management Corp.
226 E 54th Street, Suite 402
New York, NY 10022

Sky Management:

Please be informed that I require an extra copy of the street entrance door to replace one of
the three street entrance door keys originally supplied to me when I moved in.  Please also
refund the $25 you charged me for the other spare key.

Sincerely,

 Jon Wallach, DHCR
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188 E 93  Street 
New York, NY 10128

21 November 2008

DHCR, Gertz Plaza
92-31 Union Hall Street, 4th Floor
Jamaica, NY 11433

RE: Reduction of Services – Keys

Administrator:

In September 2004, the owner replaced the street entrance door lock with a new lock

requiring “Mul-T-Lock” keys that can be duplicated only by the owner.  The owner

provided me with only one “Mul-T-Lock” key, then made me wait two months for a

second copy of the key and charged me $25 for it.  The owner has subsequently denied

me a third key.  Providing me with fewer keys than I had when I moved in and the new

method for distribution of keys are reductions of previously provided required services.

The $25 key fee is a rent overcharge.  I am therefore filing two complaints

simultaneously for reduction of services (Form RA-84) and rent overcharge (Form RA-

89), submitting the same statement and supporting documentation for both complaints.

When I took possession of apartment #1N at 188 E 93rd Street in 1999, I was provided

with three sets of keys.  A set of keys included one key for the street entrance door lock,

one key for the courtyard lobby door lock, and two keys for my apartment door’s locks.

With the three sets of keys provided to me when I moved in, I was able to provide a set

of keys to my household help (a “pet sitter”) and I had one set to lend to my guests.   In

emergencies, it was easy to procure copies of the keys.  On one occasion, when I

locked myself out of my apartment, the resident super gave me his copies of the keys,

which I then had copied at a neighborhood store for under $5 and returned to him within

an hour.

All of this changed when the owner changed the street door lock in 2004.

SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
Receipt #7008-1140-0002-0017-9846
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As shown in Exhibit 1, in changing the entrance locks, the owner instituted a new policy

of issuing only one key to the “tenant named on the lease.”  Even though I previously

had three copies of the street door key, the owner refused to provide replacements for

all three of them.  The owner gave me only one Mul-T-Lock key.  I repeatedly asked the

owner for a second key for my pet sitter.  I was forced to cancel a business trip to

Europe in Fall 2006 because I didn’t have a key for my pet sitter.  Finally, after more

than two months, the owner notified me that a key was available.  I had to take off time

from work to pick it up, and when I arrived, I had to sign a form that had a sheet over it

that covered everything except for the line I was signing (I lifted the cover, to the

objection of the landlord’s office worker, and saw it was just a signature sheet), and I

had to pay $25 for the key; Exhibit 2 is a copy of my receipt for this payment.  I told the

owner that the $25 fee was a rent overcharge.  He said, “File a complaint!”

My lease is silent on the number of keys the owner must provide or the cost of spare

keys (Exhibit 3); it only says “Tenants shall pay to Owner the cost of replacing” lost

keys or keys tenants fail to return upon moving out.  Since my lease does require me to

return all keys provided to me when I move out, the $25 I paid for the Mul-T-Lock key

must be for rent of the key rather than the purchase of it.

The DHCR advisory opinion attached as Exhibit 4 indicates that the owner’s ability to

charge a fee for keys is determined by “what the practice has been on or since the

services based date,” and it advises that an owner should apply for a modification of

services prior to changing the locks or charging a fee for keys.  As I have previously

described, from the beginning of my tenancy, I never had to travel 42 blocks to get a

key, wait two months for a key, or pay the owner for a key, and I always had three sets

of keys.  The owner did not apply for a modification of services prior to changing the

locks, changing the method of distribution of keys, charging me $25 for a key, or

denying me the same number of keys I had since I moved in.

Also directly relevant are details of the Article 78 case of Herman Weingord v. DHCR

(Index No. 16751/05).  Owner Weingord changed the entrance door lock to Mul-T-Lock
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and provided rent-stabilized tenant Rosalyn Stark with one key.  DHCR ordered a rent

reduction based upon Mrs. Stark’s complaint that “she was not provided with a second

key to the lobby doors when the locks were changed, and that the owner sought to

charge her $250.00 for a second key.”  Mrs. Stark asserted that “she needed a second

key so that her daughter could have access to the building.”  DHCR also stated that “A

tenant is entitled to a minimum of 2 (two) keys per apartment” and ordered Weingord to

provide Mrs. Stark with a second key at no charge.  The Queens Supreme Court upheld

DHCR’s decisions, noting:

DHCR submitted three agency opinions – Matter of W. 122nd Street Associates

LP (issued on December 24, 2004), Matter of Jerwin Property Corp. (issued on

April 16, 2003), and Matter of 153 Avenue A Associates (issued on August 17

2001) – in which it determined that where the owner previously provided the

tenant with more than one key to the building’s entrance door, the owner’s failure

to provide more than one key, after the entrance door lock was changed,

constituted a reduction in essential services. . . .

The excessiveness of the fee Weingord tried to charge Mrs. Stark for a key also shows

what a lucrative business it can be for owners to rent keys to tenants.  For the record,

the owner requires a deposit of $20 from realtors and prospective tenants for a set of

keys that includes the Mul-T-Lock key (Exhibit 5 shows the policy as published on the

owner’s website).   Realtors and prospective tenants pay less than tenants pay for the

key, and while realtors and prospective tenants get their money back when they return

the key, tenants don’t.  The $25 fee charged to tenants is a moneymaking scheme on

the part of the owner.  I collected estimates from three locksmiths and found the highest

quote for an initial quantity of 70 Mul-T-Lock keys was $15 (Exhibit 6).   The owner is

making a profit of at least $10 on each key he sells to tenants – a very conservative

estimate given the owner owns 33 or more apartment buildings and, having installed

Mul-T-Locks in all or most of them, is able to purchase much larger quantities of keys at

lower prices.  The $25 fee for Mul-T-Lock keys is willful rent overcharge.
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I ask DHCR to recognize this situation as both a reduction of services and a rent

overcharge.

It is a reduction of services because:

• I was given three street door keys at no extra charge when I moved in, but I was

only given one street door key at no extra charge when the owner changed the

locks.

• From July 1999 until September 2004, I was able to procure copies of keys

immediately, using either my own keys or the super’s on-premises keys.  Now I

must wait weeks, months, or years for a copy.

• From July 1999 until September 2004, I was able to make copies of keys at a

local store on my block.  Now I must travel 42 blocks, about an hour of transit

time, to pick up a key.

 It is a rent overcharge because:

• I was previously able to shop around for the best price to copy keys.

• Now I must pay $25 for a key and cannot shop around for a better price.

• The keys the landlord is using are available for less than the $25 the landlord is

charging tenants.

• My lease (Exhibit 3) does not allow arbitrary charges for keys.

Thank you for your time and care in reviewing my complaint.

Sincerely,

CC Jonathan Wallach, DHCR

Shalom Tenants Alliance
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Index of Exhibits

Exhibit 1: Notices from Owner Regarding Lock Change

Exhibit 2: Receipt for Payment of $25 for Second Key

Exhibit 3: Lease Clause Regarding Keys

Exhibit 4: DHCR Advisory Opinion Letter Regarding Keys

Exhibit 5: Owner’s Policy Regarding Keys for Brokers and Prospective Tenants

Exhibit 6: Locksmith Estimates for Mul-T-Lock Keys







Locksmith Quotes
For MulTlock Interactive

based upon initial quantity of 70 keys

Island Lock quote, back of card

CBS Locksmith quote, back of card

Quotes on backs of business cards





Receipt for Extra Key
188 E 93rd Street
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